Didactic Tools for Education of Embedded Systems
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Abstract Paper deals with didactic tools for education of embedded systems on the base of microcontroller family Basic Atom. Microcontrollers are included into products with the aim to improve product properties and with aim to add new functions to product. Several modules have been developed as didactic tools for students training with microcontroller applications. Some educational models with microcontroller also have been developed by students.
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1. Introduction

Actually, there are many types of microcontrollers, which have almost unlimited potential for product properties improving. However, microcontrollers enable to raise totally new products [1]. Microcontrollers have a miniature dimensions and it enables to integrate inside to products. It belongs to group of embedded systems, which have main role – controlling of product activity and man-machine interface between product and user. These products are user friendly and microcontroller helps to user with successful using of products. Microcontroller is very flexible and it is possible to rewrite new program into its memory.

Our students use microcontroller Basic Atom Pro28-M for practical parts of subject “Microcontroller systems” [2].

2. Microcontroller Properties

The BasicATOM Pro 28-M is a self contained microcontroller designed for demanding embedded system use. It is built upon the Hitachi HD64F3694GFYYV processor and is designed to be pin-compatible to both the BasicATOM 28-M module and the Basic Stamp 2 line of modules.

The BasicAtom Pro 28-M has 32KB of Flash memory useful for user program and 2058B of RAM memory for variables and program running. There is also 4096B of EEPROM memory for saving of datas. There are 20pins for user applications and 8 pins can be used for AD conversion of analogues input signal (Figure 1). Clock frequency is defined to 16MHz. This microcontroller is able to do 100,000 instructions per second. On the BasicATOM Pro the IPS is the average basic instructions per second of all the basic instructions that do not have inherent delays in them (pause, serin, serout etc are excluded from the calculation since their internal delays are part of their function). Some commands can run over 500,000 IPS and some much slower (i.e. floating point divides) [2].

Also there are several types of interfaces like UARTS (Universal Synchronous / Asynchronous Receiver and Transmitter), I2C, and One Wire interface (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Pin Assignment Overview [2]

The BasicATOM’s command language is programmed using a convenient Basic-like compiler which runs on a
PC. This special version of Basic, called MBasic, is very powerful and easy to use. MBasic comes bundled with an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) offering programming and debugging tools [2].

As with most BASIC implementations, MBasic includes a full complement of math and comparison functions. MBasic supports 32 bit integer math, both signed and unsigned. It also supports floating point math, signed or unsigned. A signed value denotes whether the resulting value is positive or negative. Floating point math can be processor intensive. This should be remembered any time making a decision when creating programs with math functions. There are numerous cases where floating point math is required. Hence the flexibility of the BasicATOM when compared to other available processors [2].

3. Microcontroller Usage

The BasicATOM Pro 28-M can be programmed from a simple RS232 serial port (Figure 2). Only 4 connections to a RS232 DB9 cable are required. You can also use a USB to serial adapter or a Basic Micro development board.

Microcontroller user pins work with TTL logic (Figure 3) and pins P6 and P7 work with 3.3V logic (preferred for I2C). Pins P6 and P7 are tolerant to 5V TTL logic. Pins SOUT, SIN and ATN are reserved for inverted RS-232 logic.

Microcontroller is electrostatic sensitive device. So manipulation with it should be very careful. Especially caution is polarity and value of power supply. Reversal of poles of power supply is a reason of microcontroller damage. Any protection circuit is necessary to use for this purpose.

4. Didactic Tools for Education of Embedded Systems

The design of embedded systems based on microcontroller has to be trained on practical devices, because of difficult of these systems. The amounts of modules for fast prototyping have been developed (Figure 4).

These modules enable quick realisation of designed embedded system without PCB (Printed circuit boards) making and soldering. Students have more time for experiments and programming of microcontrollers.

Educational model of manipulator with 5DOF (degree of freedom) uses control system based on microcontroller (Figure 6). The model contains mechanical arms coupled with rotation joints and actuated with hobby servos controlled via using the microcontroller. Position sensors give the feedback information to the microcontroller. End effector enable to hold small objects with weight up to 20 grams. This model contains printed circuit board with microcontroller and it enables to make some experiments. Overall board is reconfigurable based on jumpers and connectors for building of various circuits. The model of
manipulator also contains the own power supply and base plate. The model also contains several protection devices as prevention of damaging of the model.

Educational model of cartesian manipulator XYZ (Figure 8) is as result of master thesis. It is atypical construction, because the all systems are placed on two pillars. Position in all axes is sensed with position sensors.

Figure 5. Development of prototype of control systems using the microcontroller modules

Figure 6. Educational model of manipulator with 5DOF (degree of freedom)

Figure 7. Educational model of four legged robot with microcontroller

The four legged robot (Figure 7) has been built as master thesis. Microcontroller is used for driving of the eight servos actuating the legs. Locomotion of this robot is complicated because of the centre of gravity has to be moved during the locomotion.

Snake-like robot (Figure 9) has been developed by student in another master thesis. It contains eight actuator controlled with microcontroller placed inside the head of the robot. Power supply - accumulator is placed inside the tail of the robot. The student has to solve a several problems as precision cutting and bending of metal plate. Also leading of wires was a big problem in this thesis.

Figure 8. Educational model of cartesian linear XYZ manipulator with microcontroller

Figure 9. Educational model of snake-like robot with microcontroller

Educational model of cartesian manipulator XYZ (Figure 8) is as result of master thesis. It is atypical construction, because the all systems are placed on two pillars. Position in all axes is sensed with position sensors.

Figure 8. Educational model of cartesian linear XYZ manipulator with microcontroller

Figure 9. Educational model of snake-like robot with microcontroller

Didactic model of the lift (Figure 10) is result of four master theses. The lift is a miniaturized true copy of real lift. It contains four floors with sliding doors actuated with small servos. Push buttons at every floor enable to call lift cabinet. Led diodes signalize at every floor the position of the cabinet. The cabinet position is sensed with optical tracking infrared sensors. Every door contains security system with optical sensors. Door cannot be close if something is inside the door place. The cabinet contains weight sensor and it gives the information about passengers inside the cabinet. Also LED light lights inside the cabinet only if somebody (or more precisely something) is inside the cabinet. The cabinet contains emergency stop end switches as prevention of cabinet damaging in the lowest and highest position. These emergency switches immediately interrupt power supply in case of bad program made by students. Model is controlled with two microcontrollers cooperated together.
Overall design is reconfigurable so students could build also own control systems and it is possible to make another activities. All systems is powered with low voltage up to 12V, because of ensuring of student safety [3].

Pair of sumo robots (Figure 11) has been developed for robotic competition. The main task of robot is to force out of rival robot from competition ring. These robots contain several sensors for identification of rival robot and sensor for sensing of ring border. Microcontroller contains the program with strategy “how force out the rival robot”. Students organize the competition on exercises. Our mechatronic team attends the competition “Robotic day 2013” in category “Mini sumo robot” and we have been awarded with 2nd place.

Didactic model of hovercraft (Figure 12) has been developed in another master thesis. Four blowing engines powered the model. The model is controlled with microcontroller and radio. It has ultrasonic sensors for obstacle avoiding.

5. Conclusion

All didactic tools help to students on practical exercises. Students receive practical experiences and skills and they are better prepared for real problem solving in practice. Our mission is to prepare students for real world problems. Mechatronics has to go through the hands of our students and students became to skilled designer and they do not afraid for new ideas [4-13].
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